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Riptide Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 46 pages. Dimensions: 7.7in. x 5.1in.
x 0.2in.School is back in session. History grad James Sheridan thinks his biggest problem in life is
trying to find a suitable outfit for his upcoming Ph. D. candidacy exam. That is, until he accidentally
texts a changing-room selfie meant for his fashionable sister to his ex, the domineering Professor
Carson. James and Carson havent seen each since James fled their power games two years ago.
Back in his undergrad days, Carson was his Professor, and not just in the academic sense: a man of
unusual tastes and extreme sexual demands, James had been happy to sate Carsons savage
appetites. Too happy, in fact. He never could trust himself not to let Carson push too far. Now James
is older and wiser, and sharing some seriously flirtatious vibes with a cute menswear rep. When
Carson replies to Jamess errant text, ready to pick up where they left off, James cant help being
drawn back into Carsons control. Its only when Carson suggests involving the salesman that James
has to ask himself how far is too far, and whether hes willing to go there with Carson again. This...
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Very beneficial to all of type of individuals. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. You will not really feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Micha le Shields-- Micha le Shields

Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V
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